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 A lot of windows are decorated with both Roman and roller blinds. Trying to respond to the needs of 
the market, we are introducing a new model of the cover. The offered masking frames can be used to cover 
a Roman or roll-up roller blind, they can be mounted to the ceiling or to the wall on universal brackets. It 
significantly increases the visual value and makes the decoration complete. Additionally, the profiles of the 
cover can be used to hang curtains.

Modern 60, Modern 80, P61 and P101 covers

Covers made of a profile Modern 60, Modern 80, P61 and P101 are precisely angled and firmly 
connected. They are perfect for covering a roller blind or a Roman blind.

Proposed uses:
as CURTAIL RAIL for hanging the fabric on the profile • Modern 60 and 80 as well as for masking Roman 
or roller blinds
as COVER (MASKING FRAME) for Roman or roller blinds, and for RAILS, on which the • P61 and P101 
fabric is hung
as a wall or ceiling cover for • ZE electric curtain rails. Modern 60, Modern 80 as well as P61 and 
P101 profiles.

The price of the cover includes profiles cut at an angle of 45 degrees, angular connectors, universal wall 
brackets (L = 100mm or 150 mm) and side ends, cut at an angle of 45°. Brackets can be shortened. As 
standard, the cover is not equipped with fabric hangers.

ANGLE 
CONNECT

Can be joined at an angle of 90 ° in external 
and internal angles.

ON REQUEST

Covers are made on request. It is possible to 
make other shapes - several angular joints on 
one cover.

Behind the cover, we can mount directly under the bracket of the cover: 

WAVE SYSTEM

rail profiles with the wave system (T15, T20, 
M25)

SHUTTERS 
INSTALL.

Roman blinds or roller blinds

ELECTRIC 
CURTAIN RAIL

ELECTRA electric curtain rails

STRING SYSTEM

rail profiles with a string system (see in section 
16)

RAILS

ZEGAR rail profiles - manual
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How to order a cover?

Wall cover
Wall covers are mounted on universal wall brackets - we mount roller blinds to them. When ordering the 
cover, please specify the width inside (a) and length of the universal grip (L = 100, 150, 200 mm (c)), and you 
will receive a properly cut set with the appropriate length of the side panels (b).

Ceiling cover
Ceiling covers are mounted on universal ceiling brackets and blinds are mounted to them. When ordering the 
cover, please specify the internal width (a), depth, length of the side (b) and length of the universal bracket (L 
= 40, 100, 150 mm (c)). Due to mounting to the ceiling, the length of the side may differ from the length of 
the bracket, so please provide the exact distance (b) of the distance between the cover and the wall. 

P61 cover 
with a roller shutter and a Modern 30 tensioner

P101 cover
with a roller shutter and a Modern 30 tensioner

b

a

c
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Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – P61

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100, 150 
or 200 mm. Profile P61 is only available as a cover without the possibility of hanging the fabric on it. It is 
designed so that it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain 
rails ELECTRA ZE behind it. The P61 cover has a size of 60 mm, cut to the size of the order and joined at an 
angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles).

Basic information:
Ordering method • 8.3
Colors: • white, black, inox
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions P61: 60 x 10 mm• 
Included in the price: Profile • P61/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile P61, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 30 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - price as with side panels. Please indicate in • 
order if you do not want side panels or end-pieces.

P61 cover
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 3 3 3 3

P61 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 25 25 25 50 50 50

P61 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100
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Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – P61

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100, 150 
or 200 mm. Profile P61 is only available as a cover without the possibility of hanging the fabric on it. It is 
designed so that it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain 
rails ELECTRA ZE behind it. The P61 cover has a size of 60 mm, cut to the size of the order and joined at an 
angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles).

Basic information:
Ordering method • 8.3
Colors: • white, black, inox
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions P61: 60 x 10 mm• 
Included in the price: Profile • P61/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile P61, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 30 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - price as with side panels. Please indicate in • 
order if you do not want side panels or end-pieces.

P61 cover
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 3 3 3 3

P61 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 25 25 25 50 50 50

P61 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100

Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – Cover P101

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100, 150 
or 200 mm. Profile P101 is only available as a cover without the possibility of hanging the fabric on it. It is 
designed so that it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain 
rails ELECTRA ZE behind it. The P101 cover has a size of 100 mm, cut to the size of the order and joined at 
an angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles).

Basic information:
Ordering method • 8.3 
Colors: • white, black, inox, satin.
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions P101: 100 x 20 mm• 
Included in the price: Profile • P101/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile P101, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 40 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - price as with side panels. Please indicate in • 
order if you do not want side panels or end-pieces.

P101 cover
   Available colors: inox white black satin

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 2 3 3 3

P101 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors:

inox white black satin

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 50 50 50

P101 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors:

inox white black satin

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100
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Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – Modern 60 cover

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100, 
150 or 200 mm. Profile Modern 60 can be used as a cover or as a curtain rail to hang a fabric on it. It is 
designed so that it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain 
rails ELECTRA ZE behind it. Profile Modern 60 has a height of 60 mm, it is cut to the size indicated in the 
order and joined at an angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles).

Basic information:
Ordering method 16.XX• 
Colors: • white, black, inox
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions • M60: 60 x 16 mm
Included in the price: Profile • M60/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile M60, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 30 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - price as with side panels. Please indicate in • 
order if you do not want side panels or end-pieces.

Modern 60 cover
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 2 3 3 3

Modern 60 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 50 50 50

Modern 60 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100
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Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – Modern 60 cover

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100, 
150 or 200 mm. Profile Modern 60 can be used as a cover or as a curtain rail to hang a fabric on it. It is 
designed so that it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain 
rails ELECTRA ZE behind it. Profile Modern 60 has a height of 60 mm, it is cut to the size indicated in the 
order and joined at an angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles).

Basic information:
Ordering method 16.XX• 
Colors: • white, black, inox
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions • M60: 60 x 16 mm
Included in the price: Profile • M60/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile M60, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 30 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - price as with side panels. Please indicate in • 
order if you do not want side panels or end-pieces.

Modern 60 cover
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 2 3 3 3

Modern 60 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 50 50 50

Modern 60 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100

Exclusive covers for blinds and rails – Modern 80 cover

The shutters are mounted on universal brackets to the wall or to the ceiling, with the lengths of 40, 100 or 150 
mm. Profile Modern 80 can be used as a cover or as a curtain rail to hang a fabric on it. It is designed so that 
it is possible to install roller or Roman blinds as well as Techno 20 RAILS or electric curtain rails ELECTRA ZE 
behind it. Profile Modern 80 has a height of 80 mm, it is cut to the size indicated in the order and joined at 
an angle of 90 degrees (can be ordered without the side profiles). 

Basic information:
Ordering method 16.XX• 
Colors: • white, black, inox
Installation: wall or ceiling - universal brackets 40, 100 or 150 mm (with the possibility of cutting)• 
Profile dimensions • M80: 80 x 16 mm
Included in the price: Profile • M80/Techno 20 cut to size, the side of the profile M80, brackets (L=40, 
100, 150 mm), for the rail Techno 20 – slides with a buckle/hook. Standard end-pieces.
Resignation from the side panels - 50 PLN/pc., end-pieces C - 40 PLN/pc. Please indicate in order if you • 
do not want side panels or end-pieces.

Modern 80 cover
   Available colors:

inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 2 2 3 3 3

Modern 80 cover + single profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 50 50 50

Modern 80 cover + double profile Techno 20
   Available colors: inox white black

Length (cm) do 150 151-200 201-250 251-300 301-350 351-400
Brackets 2 3 3 3 3 4
Hook + buckle 50 50 50 100 100 100
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Installation of the Roman blind and Techno 20 profile
to the universal bracket P61, P101, M60 and M80

STEP 1 

The basis for the installation of the Roman blind or the Techno 20 profile 
is the universal bracket (wall or ceiling) for profile P61, P101, M60 or 
M80. 
It is equipped with:

for • Techno 20 profileu - with a plastic rotary clip for rails,
for the Roman roller blind with a plate with a screw, with which we • 
mount the handle received with the roller blind.

STEP 2 

Using the screw with the plate, we mount the brackets of the Roman 
blind to the universal bracket at the same distance from the end.

STEP 3 

After attaching the brackets to the wall / ceiling, we install the Techno 20 
profiles for rotating catches, or a roller blind to the roller blind brackets.

        

TIPS:
Make sure that the end brackets are mounted narrower than the roller blind, so that the roller blind 
can be mounted. 

ATTENTION:
When ordering, please indicate what will be mounted on the universal bracket - profiles, roller 
blind, Roman roller blind, etc.
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Installation of the roller blind 
to the universal bracket P61, P101, M60 and M80

STEP 1 

The basis for the installation of the roller blind is the universal 
bracket (wall or ceiling) for profile P61, P101, M60 or M80. It 
is equipped with 2 plates with a screw, with which we mount the 
bracket, received with the shutter.

STEP 2 

Using the screw with the plate, mount the brackets of the roller 
shutter to the universal bracket at the same distance from the 
end. After attaching the brackets to the wall / ceiling, install the 
Techno 20 profiles for rotating catches, or a roller blind for roller 
blind brackets.

  
TIPS:
It should be noted that brackets were mounted with a spacing appropriate to the length of the blind.

ATTENTION:
When ordering, please indicate what will be mounted on the universal bracket - profiles, roller 
blind, Roman roller blind, etc.

Shutter tensioners

Rod Ø12 mm with end-pieces can also use be 
used as a roller shutter weight

Modern 30 profile can be applied as 
a tensioner for roller and Roman blinds.



Fixing Roman blinds to Techno 20 and Modern 40/60 profiles
A large number of window decorations with Roman blinds means that there was a need to connect the 
curtain rod with the roller blind. To meet the expectations, we have created a special system that allows the 
installation of roller shutters to the rails Techno 20 and Modern 40 or Modern 60.

This handle allows you to mount the Roman roller shutter mechanism to Techno 20  rails and Modern 40, 
Modern 60 profiles. It can be used both in a single curtain rod (gives the roller a more elegant look) and in 
a double curtain rod, where we also use, for example, curtains. This solution allows us to mount several roller 
blinds side by side in any place on the rail, as well as very easily, quickly and cost-free to change the decoration 
from a roller blind to a classic curtain attached to Techno 20 rails as well as Modern 40 or Modern 60. We 
install the curtain to the curtain rail by inserting the bracket for profile, locking it in the right place, and then 
screwing any Roman blind handle.

Ceny zestawów and 
elementów
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Advantages of attaching roller 
shutters to the curtain rods:

the blind looks more elegant• 
easy to change the decoration from • 
the roller blind to, for example, a 
traditional curtain (we remove the 
roller blind, we put on the curtain)
we can install more than one roller • 
shutter on one rail
installation of the blind in any place• 
any displacement of the roller shutter • 
from the wall when mounting to a 
double curtain rail
no need to drill additional holes for • 
the roller shutter
we can hang the curtain rail lower • 
than with the separate installation of 
the roller shutter and curtain rail

Roller blind with a curtain rail
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Roller blind with a curtain rail

Fitting elements

Roman blind bracket for rails                               50530 (aluminium)

Roman blind handle for profile Modern 40       50531 (aluminium)

  The method of mounting Roman blinds to rails from lines
Techno 20 and  30, profiles Modern 40, 60 and ART DECO

STEP 1 

For rail, we insert the bracket for 
mounting the roller shutter into the rails. 
We set it in the right place, tightening 
with hexagonal screws, and then screw 
the Roman blind ceiling bracket to this 
bracket.

STEP 2 

We mount the Roman roller blind 
cassette to the mounted bracket.

STEP 3 

The material must be mounted on the 
cassette.
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Customized Techno and Modern brackets
for fixing Roman blinds

Techno or Modern bracket is equipped with a 
screw that enables the mounting of the Roman 
blind handle. On this screw, located under the 
handle, we mount the handle of the Roman blind.

The blind mechanism is attached to the mounted 
handles of the Roman blind.

Attach the fabric to the roller shutter mechanism 
with Velcro.

We will customize each Techno 12, 16, 20, 30 and Modern 40, 60, 80 bracket at your request, for hanging 
the Roman roller blind mechanism. In the standard bracket, we will make a threaded hole at any distance 
from the wall to which we screw the standard roller shutter bracket. The cost of reworking a standard bracket 
is PLN 5 gross (the price is suggested for the customer). Due to the fact that these brackets are made to your 
special order, they cannot be returned or exchanged.

Please write on the order, e.g. 22102 - 120 installation of blinds 40 mm - which will mean: I am ordering 
antico Techno 20 single bracket 120 mm long for rod with a hole for the roller shutter 40 mm from the wall. 
Similarly, we can order a handle, e.g. a double bracket. 

We can also make a handle to which only the roller shutter will be attached. This bracket has a Techno 
or Modern base, a boom from a 12 or 20 mm rod, with a threaded hole for mounting the roller shutter 
Standard handle lengths are 40, 80, 120, 160 and 200 mm. 

Roller blind with a curtain rail
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Roller blind with a curtain rail

Brackets for roller shutters

Name No. - Type

PLAIN SHUTTER BRACKET
40600 - black matt (aluminium)

60600 - white (aluminium)

80600 - inox (aluminium)

SHUTTER COVER x 1m
40602 - black matt (aluminium)

60602 - white (aluminium)

80602 - inox (aluminium)

black matt plain white plain

inox plain

Roller blind 
with a cover,

bracket inox plain
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Modern 80 cover with a roller blind

Modern 80 cover with a Roman blind
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In the Modern 80 line it is possible to fill the profile with colors according to the attached template.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FILLING
 

OF THE Modern 80 PROFILE

WITH ECO LEATHER


